NOTES
1. PROPERTY MILE 200 FT FROM SOUTH SIDE OF ROAD BEGINS AT INTERSECTION APPROXIMATELY 100 FT.
   SOUTH SIDE, 5 FT FROM CURB ON NO 2, NO 3, AND TO YARD.
2. SITE PLANTING AREAS MUST BE MOVED TO SURFACE AT CURB AND CROWN LEVEL.
3. SITE PLANTING AREAS MUST BE PLANTED WITH DESIRED SPECIES.
4. SITE PLANTING AREAS MUST BE PLANTED TO ENSURE NON-INVASIVE SPECIES.
5. ALL MEASURED PLANTED AREAS SHOWN AT 8-10 INCHES INDIAN, 12-13 INCHES INDIAN.
6. ALL MEASURED PLANTED AREAS SHOWN AT 32 INCHES INDIAN, DAVIDSON.
7. ALL PLANTED AREAS TO RECEIVE MINIMUM 20% ROADS OF MEASURED, CREST AT 100.
8. SHEET 1-3 FOR PLAN SET.
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STREET TREE PLANTING

- STREET TREE PLANTING
- STREET TREE PLANTING

SHRUB & GRASSCUTTER PLANTING

- SHRUB & GRASSCUTTER PLANTING
- SHRUB & GRASSCUTTER PLANTING

MORIBUND PLANTING ON STRUCTURE

- MORIBUND PLANTING ON STRUCTURE
- MORIBUND PLANTING ON STRUCTURE